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Abstract

The Western world, a mirage of wealth, power, knowledge, and competence, is often used as a measuring stick to which the rest of the world is compared. Academics interested in global health understand the need to dismantle preconceived notions of people, culture, and health in their work. However, there might be one deeply rooted bias that has not left us. As I packed my bags for a month-long immersion in rural island medicine in the Philippines, I did not realize that I was unprepared to face my implicitly held belief that “health in the West is best.”

As the world becomes increasingly globalized, medicine has recognized the need to create today’s physicians as global citizens who serve populations of all cultural backgrounds. This need lends a strong interest in fostering global health education, whether that is serving marginalized populations in one’s own country or working in international initiatives. Much of the literature in this field focuses on the subtle differences in cultural practices and ideologies of health; however, very few academics have focused on the similarities of health care across nations. Through this narrative reflection piece, I argue that this conversation has inadvertently created implicit biases that limit Western medical students from understanding the breadth of global medicine. By downplaying the commonalities of medicine worldwide, we harm the growth of global health practices. As I packed my bags for a month-long immersion in rural island medicine in the Philippines, I did not realize that I was unprepared to face my implicitly held belief that “health in the West is best.”

In my first week, I sat in a third-year community medicine class at the University of the Philippines. The professor introduced a case about JJ, a child from a rural Philippine community who delayed seeking medical care due to funds and distance, resulting in his death due to sepsis following untreated tuberculosis and pneumonia. The professor then asked the class three reasons why JJ died, unrelated to physiology. I vividly remember believing I would impress this class by presenting unique social determinants of health unheard of to the students in this Eastern medical educational institution. Ultimately, I assumed the East used a biomedical model that held little space for physiology. I vividly remember believing I would impress this class by presenting unique social determinants of health unheard of to the students in this Eastern medical educational institution. Ultimately, I assumed the East used a biomedical model that held little space for biopsychosocial discussions. To my surprise, the students in the class eloquently discussed implicit biases that limit Western medical students from understanding the breadth of global medicine. By downplaying the commonalities of medicine worldwide, we harm the growth of global health practices. As I packed my bags for a month-long immersion in rural island medicine in the Philippines, I did not realize that I was unprepared to face my implicitly held belief that “health in the West is best.”

Serving marginalized populations in one’s own country or working in international initiatives.

In my first week, I sat in a third-year community medicine class at the University of the Philippines. The professor introduced a case about JJ, a child from a rural Philippine community who delayed seeking medical care due to funds and distance, resulting in his death due to sepsis following untreated tuberculosis and pneumonia. The professor then asked the class three reasons why JJ died, unrelated to physiology. I vividly remember believing I would impress this class by presenting unique social determinants of health unheard of to the students in this Eastern medical educational institution. Ultimately, I assumed the East used a biomedical model that held little space for biopsychosocial discussions. To my surprise, the students in the class eloquently discussed implicit biases that limit Western medical students from understanding the breadth of global medicine. By downplaying the commonalities of medicine worldwide, we harm the growth of global health practices. As I packed my bags for a month-long immersion in rural island medicine in the Philippines, I did not realize that I was unprepared to face my implicitly held belief that “health in the West is best.”

Arriving in a rural community, I had anticipated a very basic approach to health care services due to limited resources. As I progressed through my rotation, the structure of the Rural Health Unit highlighted how influential and creative direction from local leadership can change the landscape of health. My preceptor, Dr. J, was the Municipal health officer to a jurisdiction of 20,000 people. Not only was he the singular physician to the community, he also oversaw all health services and public health programming. Having the doctor be both a front-line and administrative worker allowed for the most effective change in the municipality. I witnessed how Dr. J constantly developed his academic and analytical skills in public health through continuous online education, in order to improve health delivery. At the beginning of our rotation, Dr. J presented a comparison between the national evaluations of health services in the remote island community of Alcantra in 2011 and 2017. In 2011, the jurisdiction was marked deficient in more than 80% of categories, yet in 2017 it was deficient in only 2% of categories. This community had flourished under the direction of a creative and driven doctor, despite its remoteness. Even the most rural communities can experience immense change when their leadership excels—the exact principle I applied in my own country.

I walk away from my immersion in the Philippine rural health system with the understanding that global health is an interplay of health systems, rather than a dichotomy between the “developed” and “developing” worlds. Global health is not rooted in outlining the shortcomings of another country and comparing it to my standard of efficiency. It is amalgamating the strengths of all the innovative leaders in each country to develop novel ideas for the advancement of health on a global scale. The field of medicine is more universal than I had subconsciously allowed myself to believe. Seeing world health as more
homogeneous rather than disparate allows us, as western learners, to use our maximal potential to contribute to international health practices in the future. It means we include knowledge gained from our own world–lens in addition to learning from others, instead of seeing the two as exclusive. I argue that to truly be a global community we need to genuinely believe that no part of the world has better mastered the art of medicine and health care, but instead approach global health from a humble standpoint of community learning. Shifting our focus from solely comparing the differences in global health to understanding similarities can negate implicit biases on superiority that develop within Western global health education.
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